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Organisation of eukaryotic nucleus 
Chromosome territories 

Cremer, Nat Rev Genet 2, 2001 – Cook, Science 284, 1999 - Pombo, EMBO J 18, 1999 

Chicken fibroblast nucleus where the 7 macro-chromosome are revealed by FISH 

Regionalisation of nuclear functions 

Early replication (Cy3)	


Mid- to late- replication (Cy5)	


Human neuroblastoma 

DNA (TOTO-3)	

RNA (5-bromo-UTP / FITC)	


HeLa Cell 



To which extent does the DNA sequence “code” for 
 the structure of chromatin? 





Identification of replication origins 

➢    Prokaryotes : computer detection easy and 
efficient in many eubacteria ; confirmed by 
experiments   

➢   S. cerevisiae : ARS regions (~ 125 bp ; 11 bp 
ACS consensus) ; all origins experimentally 
determined  

➢   S. pombe : ARS (~ 750 bp; no consensus, but 
AT-stretch) a number of origins experimentally 
determined  

➢   multicellular eukaryotes :  replication origins are « terra incognita » !  

•  very few origins experimentally determined 

•  no consensus sequence (epigenetic elements) 
 

•  10 000 - 30 000 replication origins   expected 

•   ~ 10 precisely determined 

•  High-throuput methods are now emerging 

➢   Human : 
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Replication terminus 

Bacillus subtilis 

G > C G < C 

Used to detect replication origins and terminus in bacterial genomes 



Detection of upward jumps of the skew profile in 
 the human genome 

Total skew S = SGC +STA 

Mbp 

10 

0 

-10 

Mean skew S 

~ 700 N-domains 
> 1/3 of the genome 

 
> 1500 putative 
replication origins 

Touchon, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (2005) 
Brodie and Brodie, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2005) 
Huvet, Genome Research (2007) 

Detection of upward jumps of the skew profile in 
 the human genome 

N-domain 

Total skew S = SGC +STA 
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~ 700 N-domains 

> 1/3 of the genome 

 
> 1500 putative 
replication origins 

Touchon, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (2005) 
Brodie and Brodie, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2005) 
Huvet, Genome Research (2007) 



Wavelet-based multi-scale detection of replication N-domains 

Audit, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2007) 
Huvet, Genome Res. (2007) 
Baker, ACHA (2010) 

adapted analyzing wavelet 
 



Skew profile of the N-domains 

L1 

L2 

L3 

S = SGC+STA 
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Determination of substitution rates 

Chen, Genome Res. (2010) 
Chen, Mol. Biol. Evol. (2011) 



Substitution rates along the N-domains 
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S
  

Replication induces more A->G than T->C on the leading strand  

Chen, Genome Res. (2010) 
Chen, Mol. Biol. Evol. (2011) 



Composition at equilibrium reproduces perfectly the N skew profile 

Relative position in the domain 
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Skew 
S  

The skew is not at equilibrium 

N-domains result from mutation asymmetry in germline cells 



Conservation of N-domains in mammalian genomes 

human 

mouse 

dog 

x (kbp) 
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N-domains are at least 320.106 years old 

80 MY 

320 MY 

350 MY 
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450 MY 

? 
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Determination of replication timing profile  
by massive sequencing of new born replicated DNA  

Random priming 10 minutes (generate double strand) 

Ilumina Solexa sequencing 
 

Lamin B2 
(early replication) 

Beta Globin 
(late replication) 

qPCR test 

S1 S2 S3 S4 G2 

Immuno-precipitation 

DNA Extraction+Sonication (250 à 4000 pb)+Denature 

S1, S2, S3, S4 S 

Incorporation BrdU + Fixation + Cell sorting 

(Sequence reads: 43,974,937) 

G2 

Chen, Genome Research (2010); Rappailles, PLoS Genetics (submitted) 

Asynchronous HeLa cells 

A. Rappailles, G. Guilbaud, O. Hyrien 



Computing Mean Replication Timing profiles from RepliSeq data 
(data from Chen, Genome Research (2010) and Hansen, PNAS (2010)) 



Upward Jumps 

Comparison of upward jumps with initiation zones 

tim
e 

Early 

Late 

N-domain 

Audit, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2007) 
Huvet, Genome Res. (2007) 



Replication timing across cell differentiation 
Human chromosome 5 



U-domains correspond to large-scale gradients of the 
replication fork polarity!

The derivative of replication 
timing profiles displays a N-
shape in U-domains sustaining 
the existence of large-scale 
gradients of replication fork 
polarity.!

Fork polarity Replication timing Baker, PLoS Comput Biol (2012). 



Mathematical modelling of replication timing profile!

Averaging over many cell cycles, it results :!

Apparent replication speed :!

Guilbaud, PLoS Comput Biol (2011) 
Baker, PLoS Comput Biol (2012) 

For constant replication fork velocity v :!



O O 

Human Eubacteria 

O T 

S N-domains 

N-shape results from gradient of replication fork polarity  

Replication fork 
polarity 

Leading - lagging  
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ORIGIN 

Different mutation rates 
on leading and lagging strands 

Replication bias 
⇒ S ∝ fork polarity 



Exploring the space-scale map of apparent speed of 
replication!

Apparent velocity 

V > 10 kb/min  
10 kb/min > V >  2 kb/min 
V < 2 kb/min 

Vmax = 2 kb/min  

Practically no regions have an apparent speed of replication compatible 
with unidirectional progression of a single fork  

Guilbaud, PLoS Comput Biol (2011) 
Audit, Nat Protoc (2013) 



N-domain 

master 
ORI ori 

Activation of replication origins propagate along N-domains 

ORI ORI 

Early Late 

ORI 

ORI 
ORI 

ORI 
ORI ORI 

ori 

Replication fork polarity 

Leading - lagging  

    1 

    -1 

 0 

“Master Origins” specified by a particular chromatin environment coded in the sequence 

A model for the spatio-temporal replication program 
in mammalian cells  
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Massive sequencing of Okazaki fragments 
N. Petryk, M. Kahli, O. Hyrien (IBENS, Paris) 

Okasaki fragment purification 

Fork polarity measurement from Okasaki fragment abundance 



Massive sequencing of Okazaki fragments 
N. Petryk, M. Kahli, O. Hyrien (IBENS, Paris) 
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Fragility of the human genome at N-domain borders 

Cancer gene Evolutionary 
breakpoints 

Dnase HS sites coverage 
NFR density 
CpG o/e 
•  R+ gene coverage 
•  Evolutionary breakpoints  

Huvet, Genome Research (2007) 
Lemaitre, BMC Genomics (2009) 



Fragility of the human genome at N-domain borders 

Cancer gene Evolutionary 
breakpoints 

Huvet, Genome Research (2007) 
Lemaitre, BMC Genomics (2009) 

Dnase HS sites coverage 
NFR density 
CpG o/e 
•  R+ gene coverage 
•  Evolutionary breakpoints 
•  HIV integration sites  



To which extent does the DNA sequence “code” for 
 the structure of chromatin? 



Replication domain borders are giant hubs in the chromatin 
conformation graph in K562!

Co-localisation matrix as the adjacency matrix of the chromatin interaction graph!

Figure 4.1 – A partir de la matrice Hi-C expérimentale du chromosome 11
de l’homme, illustration des étapes successives de l’algorithme Force Atlas 2
(présenté dans le chapitre 2) pour aboutir à l’état déquilibre. Initialement les
sommets sont placés aléatoirement dans un carré. Nous simulons l’évolution d’un système
physique en présence de forces d’attraction et de répulsion entre les noeuds. La dynamique
de ce système converge vers une structure en forme de ”ver” representative de l’importance
des fréquences d’interactions à courtes distances génomiques.

Figure 4.2 – L’état d’équilibre : une structure en forme de ver. Les points sont
coloriés en fonction de leurs positions le long du chromosome 11 de l’homme : plus la
couleur est foncée plus nous avançons le long du chromosome dans la direction 50 ! 30.

4.2 Structure du graphe à l’équilibre

Comme cela est illustré sur la figure 4.2 pour le chromosome 11 de l’homme, nous obtenons
comme état d’équilibre une structure en forme de ver. Les points ne sont plus placés
de façon aléatoire dans le plan de représentation comme dans l’état initial, mais selon

36

Replication domain!
borders  and centers!

Intra-chromosomal betweenness 
centrality along replication 
domains!

Long- (>4Mb) and short- 
(<4Mb) distance interactions!

Boulos, Physical Review Letters (2013)!



Master replication origins at the heart of parallel genome 
functioning ? 



The Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia 
a disease of hematopoietic cells  
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BCR 

Replication domain organization at the BCR locus in chromosome 22  



ABL1 

Replication domain organization at the ABL1 locus in chromosome 9 



Mesenchymal Stem Cells and their Niche 



Dysregulation of the Niche of Hematopoietic Stem Cells  
in Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia 



BCR-ABL alters F-actin distribution in Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia cells 

suspension 

adhesion 

Nucleus 
F-actin 

GFP/GFP-BCR-ABL 

J. R. McWhirter and J. Y. Wang 
The EMBO Journal 1993. 

TF1	   TF1-‐GFP	   TF1-‐GFP-‐BCR-‐ABL	  

TF1-‐GFP-‐BCR-‐ABL	  TF1	   TF1-‐GFP	  



Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia signaling pathway 



Pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells   

Hematopoiesis from pluripotent stem cells  

TF1 
Erythroleukemic cell line 

TF1-GFP 
TF1-BCR-ABL (1 month) 
TF1-BCR-ABL (6 months) 
 
Laperrousaz, Blood (2013) 



Cyclin-dependent 
Kinase Inhibitor 1A 



V-Akt Murine Thymoma 
Viral Oncogene Homolog 1 
(serine/threonine-protein kinase) 



catalytic subunit of 
phosphoinositide 3-kinase 
(PI3K) 



V-Myc Avian 
Myelocytomatosis Viral 
Oncogene Homolog 
(DNA binding protein) 



Transforming Growth 
Factor, Beta 1 
(cytokine, ligands include: Bone 
morphogenetic proteins (BMPs)) 



Solute Carrier Family 2 (Facilitated 
Glucose Transporter), Member 3 
(glucose transmembrane transporter 
activity) 



Activated replication origins are in late timing regions 



Activated replication origins are in late timing regions 



Silenced replication origins are in late timing regions 



Silenced replication origins are in late timing regions 



Weakened replication origins are in late timing regions 



Changes in replication origin activity are in late timing regions 

Pleckstrin Homology Domain Containing, Family A Member 5  



New origins: 17 
12 late - 4 mid S - 1 midS to late 

Enhanced activity: 20 
16 late - 2 mid S – 2 early 

Weakened activity: 32 
28 late - 1 mid S – 3 midS to late 

Silenced origins: 23 
23 late  

Changes in origin activity are in late replicating gene deserts 



Active fragile sites are in late timing regions 

FHIT (fragile histidine triad): Tumor supressor gene 
Part of the FRA3B most active common fragile site in lymphocytes 

Letessier, Nature (2011) 



Organisation of eukaryotic nucleus 
Chromosome territories 

Cremer, Nat Rev Genet 2, 2001 – Cook, Science 284, 1999 - Pombo, EMBO J 18, 1999 

Chicken fibroblast nucleus where the 7 macro-chromosome are revealed by FISH 

Regionalisation of nuclear functions 

Early replication (Cy3)	


Mid- to late- replication (Cy5)	


Human neuroblastoma 

DNA (TOTO-3)	

RNA (5-bromo-UTP / FITC)	


HeLa Cell 
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sion, orientation, and position. The data allowed us to propose a
model suggesting that replication and transcription are essential
and coordinated determinants of gene organization, leading to a
new vision of the human genome architecture.

Results
In order to predict putative replication origins, in previous stud-
ies we explored the large-scale behavior of nucleotide strand
compositional asymmetries defined as the skew S = (G ! C)/
(G + C) + (T ! A)/(T + A) (i.e., the relative excess of G over C and
T over A) (Brodie of Brodie et al. 2005; Touchon et al. 2005).
Among the well-known, experimentally determined human rep-
lication origins (very few due to experimental difficulties), most
(six of nine) are associated with a specific property of the skew S:
as it crosses a replication origin, the sign of S changes abruptly,
producing a sharp upward transition of the S profile. This prop-
erty allowed us to identify ∼1000 putative replication origins in
the human genome. Remarkably, successive transitions are con-
nected to each other by DNA segments in which the S values

decrease in the 5" to 3" direction, thereby displaying a character-
istic serrated pattern reminiscent of factory roofs (Fig. 1A). We
propose as a working model that this N-like shape results from
the superimposition of two patterns. One decreases steadily in
the 5" to 3" direction and would be attributable to replication
initiating at two fixed adjacent origins (associated with two up-
ward transitions) and terminating during the successive germ-
line cell divisions at various positions randomly dispersed be-
tween these origins (Fig. 1B,C). The other pattern would result
from transcription-associated strand asymmetries that generate
step-like blocks corresponding to (+) and (!) genes (Touchon et
al. 2003, 2004) (Fig. 1D). When the two profiles are superim-
posed, this leads to the factory-roof pattern (Fig. 1E). We define
as an “N-domain” any DNA segment for which the S profile dis-
plays the characteristic factory-roof pattern. This model implies
that no other fixed replication origin active in germ-line cells can
be located within the N-domains (since any additional origin
would disrupt the N-shape of the domains). We set out to detect
these domains in the human genome and to study gene organi-
zation within these domains.

Figure 1. Factory-roof pattern of the skew profile. (A) Skew (S) profile around an experimentally identified replication origin. The skew is computed
along a DNA fragment containing the experimentally determined replication origin associated with the MYC gene (Vassilev and Johnson 1990) (red
arrow). S is computed in 1-kbp adjacent windows of masked sequences; (red) + genes (coding strand identical to the Watson strand); (blue) ! genes
(opposite direction); (black) intergenic regions (the color of each point is defined by the majority rule). In abscissa, the position on the sequence; in
ordinate, the skew, S, in percent. (Red vertical lines) Putative replication origins associated with upward transitions of the S profile. (B–E) Working model
of the factory-roof pattern of the S profile. We propose that this pattern results from the superimposition, in germ-line cells, of strand asymmetries
associated with replication and transcription. (B) Model of the replication-associated skew profiles corresponding to two fixed putative adjacent
replication origins, Ori1 and Ori2, and to a replication termination site (Ter) occurring with equal probability between Ori1 and Ori2 (adapted from
Touchon et al. 2005). Upward or downward jumps of the S profile correspond to the origin and termination positions, respectively. (Left) Three
elementary skew profiles, Si, Sj, and Sk, are associated with three successive replication cycles and display three different Ter positions. (Middle)
Superimposition of the Si, Sj, and Sk profiles. (Right) Superimposition of a large number of elementary skew profiles, ultimately leading to a pattern
decreasing linearly in the 5" to 3" direction; note that reverse complementation of the sequence leaves the factory roof structure intact. (C) Final
replication-associated skew profile. (D) Transcription-associated skew profile showing positive step-like blocks at + gene positions and negative step-like
blocks at ! gene positions. (E) Superimposition of the replication- and transcription-associated skew profiles producing the final factory-roof pattern that
defines the N-domains.

Human gene organization by replication
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stant S values (7–9). Contrasting with this step-like shape, the S
profiles of intergenic regions surrounding putative origins did not
present downward transitions but decreased progressively in the 5!
to 3! direction on both sides of the upward jump (Fig. 4). This
pattern was typically found along S profiles of large genome regions
showing sharp upward jumps connected to each other by segments
of steadily decreasing skew (Fig. 5 a–c). The succession of these
segments, presenting variable lengths, displayed a jagged motif
reminiscent of the shape of ‘‘factory roofs’’ that was observed
around the experimentally determined human origins (Fig. 5a and
data not shown) as well as around a number of putative origins (Fig.
5 b and c). Some of these segments were entirely intergenic (Fig. 5
a and c), clearly illustrating the particular profile of a strand bias
resulting solely from replication. In most other cases, we observed
the superposition of this replication profile and of the transcription
profile of (") and (#) genes, appearing as upward and downward
blocks standing out from the replication pattern (Fig. 5c). Overall,
this jagged pattern could not be explained by transcription only but
was perfectly explained by termination sites more or less homoge-
neously distributed between successive origins. Although some
replication terminations have been found at specific sites in Schizo-
saccharomyces pombe (35), they occur randomly between active
origins in S. cerevisiae and in Xenopus egg extracts (33, 34). Our
results indicate that this property can be extended to replication in
human germ-line cells. According to our results, we propose a
scenario of replication termination relying on the existence of
numerous termination sites distributed along the sequence (Fig. 6).
For each termination site (used in a small proportion of cell cycles),
strand asymmetries associated with replication will generate a skew
profile with a downward jump at the position of termination and
upward jumps at the positions of the adjacent origins, separated by
constant values (as in bacteria). Various termination positions will
correspond to elementary skew profiles (Fig. 6 Left). Addition of
these profiles will generate the intermediate profile (Fig. 6 Center),
and further addition of many elementary skews will generate the
final profile (Fig. 6 Right). In a simple picture, we can suppose that
termination occurs with constant probability at any position on the
sequence. This behavior can result from the binding of some
termination factor at any position between successive origins,

leading to a homogeneous distribution of termination sites during
successive cell cycles. The final skew profile is then a linear segment
decreasing between successive origins (Fig. 6 Right, black line). In
a more elaborate scenario, termination would take place when two
replication forks collide, which would also lead to various termi-
nation sites, but the probability of termination would then be
maximum at the middle of the segment separating neighboring
origins and decrease toward extremities. Considering that firing of
replication origins occurs during time intervals of the S phase (36)
could result in some flattening of the skew profile at the origins, as
sketched in Fig. 6 Right (gray curve). In the present state, our results
clearly support the hypothesis of random replication termination in
mammalian cells, but further analyses will be necessary to deter-
mine what scenario is precisely at work.

Importantly, the factory-roof pattern was not specific to human
sequences; it was also observed in numerous regions of the mouse
and dog genomes (e.g., Fig. 5 e and f), indicating that random
replication termination is a common feature of mammalian germ-
line cells. Moreover, this pattern was displayed by a set of 1,000
upward transitions, each flanked on each side by DNA segments of
$300 kbp (without repeats), which can be roughly estimated to
correspond to 20–30% of the human genome. In these regions,
which are characterized by low and medium G"C contents, the

Fig. 4. Mean skew profile of intergenic regions around putative replication
origins. The skew S was calculated in 1-kbp windows (Watson strand) around
the position (%300 kbp without repeats) of the 1,012 upward jumps (Fig. 3);
5! and 3! transcript extremities were extended by 0.5 and 2 kbp, respectively
(filled circles), or by 10 kbp at both ends (stars) (see Data and Methods). The
abscissa represents the distance (in kilobase pairs) to the corresponding origin;
the ordinate represents the skews calculated for the windows situated in
intergenic regions (mean values for all discontinuities and for 10 consecutive
1-kbp window positions). The skews are given in percent (vertical bars, SEM).
The lines correspond to linear fits of the values of the skew (stars) for x & #100
kbp and x ' 100 kbp.

Fig. 5. S profiles along mammalian genome fragments. (a) Fragment of
chromosome 20 including the TOP1 origin (red vertical line). (b and c) Chro-
mosome 4 and chromosome 9 fragments, respectively, with low G"C content
(36%). (d) Chromosome 22 fragment with larger G"C content (48%). In a and
b, vertical lines correspond to selected putative origins; yellow lines are linear
fits of the S values between successive putative origins. Black, intergenic
regions; red, (") genes; blue, (#) genes. Note the fully intergenic regions
upstream of TOP1 in a and from positions 5,290–6,850 kbp in c. (e) Fragment
of mouse chromosome 4 homologous to the human fragment shown in c. ( f)
Fragment of dog chromosome 5 syntenic to the human fragment shown in c.
In e and f, genes are not represented.

9840 ! www.pnas.org"cgi"doi"10.1073"pnas.0500577102 Touchon et al.

Disentangling replication and transcription contributions to skew profiles 


